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The relationshipbetweenpolar geomagneticvariations and the polarity of the interplanetary magneticsectors'has been studied for the quiet year 1965.It is found that during the
day hours a systemof ionosphericcurrentsencirclesthe magnetic poles on every day. The
current system may extend up to 15ø from the pole but is strongest at 8ø-10ø invariant
colatitude. The current direction as seen from near the magnetic poles is counterclockwise
during interplanetary sectorswith field pointing away from the sun and clockwiseduring
toward sectors.The current strength is dependent on season,being strongest during local
summer. When the magnetic pole is on the nightsideof the earth, this polar cap current is
absent or very weak. When the rotation of the earth brings the magnetic pole into the dayside, the polar cap current system develops, with the current being most concentrated in the
part of the current system that is nearest to the noon meridian. The current increases its total

intensity until the magnetic pole is rotated past the noon meridian; then the intensity
decreasesas the magnetic pole approaches the nightside again. The seasonal variation of the
magnetic elements in the polar cap is discussedin view of the sector polarity effects.These
effectsintroducean important modulation of the seasonalvariations of the geomagneticpolar
field. The demonstrationof current systemsinside the polar caps encircling the magnetic poles
during local day hours calls for a major revision of the generally acceptedpicture of polar
cap geomagnetic variations. It also suggestsa new framework for interpreting polar cap
observations of geomagnetic and related phenomena.

The diurnal variation of the geomagnetic
field componentsin the polar caps is traditionally consideredto be simple, consistingof
a rather regular sinusoidalwave in all three
components.The variation of the horizontal
componentsresemblesthe magnetic effects of
a uniform horizontal current sheet coveringthe
entire polar cap. This current sheetstays fixed
in relation to the direction to the sun, while
the earth rotates under it. Figure la showsthe
diurnal variation during the summer seasonof
the north componentX and of the east component Y at Resolute Bay near the northern
magnetic pole. The form of the two curves
is sinusoidalto within a few gammas,and their
phases differ by 6 hours. The uniformity of
the variation acrossthe polar cap is illustrated
by Figure l(b, c) for four observatoriesin
the central northern polar cap: Alert, Thule,
Resolute Bay, and Mould Bay. Figure lb
shows that

the time

of maximum

X

is con-

trolled by local time, i.e., the rotation of the
Copyright ¸
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earth, so that the current sheet stays fixed.
The amplitude of the regular diurnal variation

is very nearly constantover the polar cap
as shown in Figure lc, being larger during
the summer than during the winter. Also the
amplitudeon disturbeddays is far larger than
on quiet days.

Since the westward auroral electrojet is
nearest to a polar cap station in the early
morning hours, an increaseof the vertical component Z is then observed.In the late afternoon
the eastward auroral electrojet is nearest to
the station,and a depression
of Z is observed.
The variation of Z during a day is thus also
of a regular character.The amplitudeof this
variation increases with increasing distance
from the magneticpole, sincethis bringsthe
observingstation closeto the electrojets.
It is generally believed that some of the
currentsthat closethe auroral electrojetsare
the cause of the uniform perturbation field
acrossthe polar cap and therefore the cause
of the regulardaily variationof the polar field.
By way of the electrojets,geomagneticdis-
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turbanceswithin the polar caps are tied to
The cause of the polar cap disturbancesis
the substorm activity in the auroral zones. not well understood within the frame of tradi-

If the substormactivity is high, strong disturbancesare alwaysobservedinsidethe polar
cap. On the other hand, considerable
magnetic
disturbance
may be observedin the polar cap
evenif the activity at lower latitudesis very
low, showingthat processes
particularto very
high latitudes are in effect.
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tionalconcepts.
It is the purposeof this paper
to presenta unified view of the large-scalefeatures of polar cap disturbances.
The special polar cap disturbances differ
from auroral latitude activity in several important ways, the most prominent being that
auroral latitude activity peaks at midnight,
whereas polar cap disturbances are most
prominent around noon. The polar cap disturbancesare usually describedas being irregular without distinct patterns, so that they
cancel out when several days are averaged;
in this way the average daily variation takes
on its simpleform as described
above.However,
Svalgaard [1968, 1972] and independently
Mansurov [1969] found a regularity in the
polar cap disturbancesrelated to the direction

of theinterplanetary
magneti.c
field.Whenthe
earthis immersed
in an interplanetary
magnetic
/
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field is directedtowardthe earth in both polar
caps. A recent review of this effect has been
given by Wilcox [1972].

(b)

-9----ø--0....

sector [Wilcox, 1968] with field directed away
from the sun, daytime disturbancesare observed at very high latitudes that are directed
dominantly away from •he earth. When the
earth is within a toward sector,the disturbance

51.7+ I 87.

This relationship
betweenthe interplanetary

-

magnetic field (IMF) polarity and the day40
time polar cap disturbancesis so distinct even
AT
on individual days that it has been possible
e._ß ß
2:5.6+-1.67.
2O
to infer the IMF polarity on a day by day
IN WINTER
basis [Friis-Christensen
et al., 1971; Svalgaard,
ii
I
i
1972].
A
closer
inspection
of the few days of
AT . M
STAT.
I•)NS
A ALERT
86?4
disagreement
betweenthe inferredfield polai•ity
T THULE
86.2
and the field polarity observedwith spaceR RESOLUTE BAY
8:3.7
M MOULD BAY
8'1.2
craft
showed [Friis-Christensenet al., 1972]
(c)
that on mos• of such days the direction of the
Fig. 1. Uniform averagedaily variationof hori- interplanetary field departed considerablyfrom
zontalgeomagnetic
field components
in the polar
cap. (a) Variation of X and Y at ResoluteBay the averagearchimedeanspiral direction,causIN SUMMER

during the summer season of 1965. The solid circles show the observed X variation and the solid
line the smoothed X variation. The dashed curve
showsthe smoothed daily variation of the Y component. (b) Local time control of the time of

ing the azimuthalcomponen•of the field to
be in the oppositedirectionto that expected

ant latitude

IMF. It is, however,relatively rare that the
IMF deviatesso much from the spiral direction

for a spirallike field. This led Friis-Christensen
et al. [1972] to suggestthat the causeof the
observedmaximum value of the north component effectsobservedin the polar geomagn.
etic field
for four northern polar cap stations. (c) Uniformwas not the IMF polarity as such but rather
ity of the amplitude of the daily variation of the
the direction of the azimuthal componentof
horizontal components.The approximate invarigiven.

for the

four

stations used is also
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thatthesignof the•MF polar!ty
andthe were
thenselected.
Table
i shows
themeasured
signof its azimuthalcomponent
differ.
IMF polarities, together with the inferred
In this paperwe shallexaminethe magnetic polarities.
disturbancepatterns in the polar cap observed

The sector structure itself is somewhat of

ondayswi•hthesame
IMF polarity.
WeTwill anabstraction,
andtherearesome
dayswhere
showthat a circulating
ionospheric
Hall cur- the IMF doesnot havea clearlydefinedprerent flowingat about82ø invariantlatitude ferreddirection.
FUrthermore,
temporal
evolu-

eastward
aroundthe northern
magnetic
p•ole tionor changes:
in thepolarcapcurrent
system
explainsthe observedperturbationwhen the

may causedisagreements
betweenthe polarities

earth is within an away sector.When the earth inferred from different stations.But in spite
is immersedin a toward sector,a westwardcur- of these factors the polarities inferred from
rent of about the same strength and location Thule and froTMResolute Bay agree on 199

fits •he observations.
daysout of 233, or 85%.
Sinceit is possible
to infer the IMF polarity
Hourly meanvaluesof the geomagnetic
field
on almostevery day, we are led to the following
explanationof the observedhigh-latitude geomagnetic disturbances:During the day hours
a systemof ionosphericHall currentsencircles
the magnetic poles on every day. The current
system may extend up to 15ø from the pole,
being strongestat 8ø-10ø invariant colatitude.
The current direction as seen from the earth
is counterclockwise
in away sectorsand clockwise in toward sectors.Finally, the current

componentsfor nine stations in the northern
hemispherewere used in the analysis.This included four stations in the central polar cap,
Alert, Thule, Resolute Bay, and Mould Bay;
three auroral zone stations,Point Barrow, Fort
Churchill, and Leirvogur; and two stationsat
intermediate latitudes, Godhavn and Baker
Lake, which provided additional coverage.The
geomagneticfield data were first convertedto
X, Y, and Z componentsand then corrected

strengthis dependenton season,being strong for secularvariation.All days with data gaps
during local summer and weak during the were then excludedto allow meaningfuldaily
winter.

variationsto be computed.

The existenceof a currentsysteminsidethe
polar •ap encirclingthe.magneticpole during
local day hours calls for a major revision
of the currentlyacceptedpicture of polar cap
geomagneticvariations.It also suggestsa new
frameworkfor interpretingpolar cap observationsof geomagnetic
and relatedphenomena.

Daily variationsof all three components
were
then computedfor each IMF polarity separarelyfor the wholeyear,aswell asfor different
seasons,a seasonbeing defined here as 120
days centered on a solsticeor an equinox.
Finally, the average daily variationsthrough
the year were computedusing all days irrespective of IMF polarity. Since the computed

DATA
A•A•,YS•S
The present study uses,geomagneticdata
supplied by World Data Center A for Geomagnetism,as well as sector polarity data
given by Wilcox [1968]. The analysisextends
over the year 1965, partly due to availability
of digitizeddata for that interval. To eliminate
days on which the IMF was not closeto the

dailyvariations
consist
of setsof 24 hourly
field valuesinsteadof deviationsfrom the daily
mean value, they may be directly compared
with eachother. The uniformityof the average
daily variation of the polar cap field as discussedin the introductionindicates.
that variations with period of several hours are not
influencedvery much by local inhomogeneities

spiraldirection
or whenthe fieldwasof mixed in subsoilconductivity.
This is especially
enpolarity, the following procedure was used:
UsingZ magnetograms
from ResoluteBay and

couragingin the case of Alert, which shows
severeinductioneffectsfor short-periodvaria-

from Thule, the IMF

tions.

polarity was inferred

independentlyfor each day of 1965 whenever
possible.For details about the method, see
Svalgaard[1972]. Only dayson whichthe IMF
polarity inferred from both stationsand the
polarity measuredby spacecraftall agreed

Figure 2 showsthe diurnal variation of the
Z component
at ResoluteBay; the opencircles
display the variation found on days where
the earth is within away sectors,while the
filled circlesshowthe variationduringtoward
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sectors,.
For abouthalf of the da• the sector tween1200and2400UT, thevariation
of the
polarity doesnot seemto have any influence Z componentis strongly dependenton the
on the value of the Z component.However, IMF polarity. On days with positive IMF
during the other half of the day, roughlybe- polarity (away from the sun) the Z cornTABLE 1. Measured IMF Polarity and the Polarity Inferred from Polar Cap Observationsfrom Resolute Bay (RB) and
Thule (TH)

for 1965
Day
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?
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+
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+
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+
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+
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+
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The data are ordered in 27-day periods. A plus sign is the signature for a day with positive (away) polarity, a minus sign is
the signature for a day with negative (toward) polarity, while a blank indicates a d•y where the polarity is unknown or badly
defined. The days are divided into groups of seven. Note that on several days the polarities inferred using both RB and TH
mutually agree but disagree with the IMF polarity measured by spacecraft. All such days xvereexcluded from the analysis.
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of the interplanetarymagneticfield. When the
average daily variation is subtracted from the
data, only the sectorpolarity influenceon the Z
component remains, and this is shown in the
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lower part of Figure 2.
We have discussed
this figure at somelength
becausethe influenceof IMF polarity on the
vertical componentat Resolute Bay is rather
typical for other polar cap stations and for
other magneticelementsas well. For any given
polarity of the IMF we find a certain deviation
(taking place roughly between 1200 and 2400
UT) from the simple all-year average daily
variation of each magnetic element. For the
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ZRB
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opposite polarity, about the same deviation is

AZ

observedbut with the oppositesign. Figure 3

_
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.
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showsanotherexampleof this generalbeMvior

o
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Fig. 2. Daily variation of the vertical component at Resolute Bay for 1965.Open circlesshow
the variation on days when the earth was immersed in interplanetary sectors of the magnetic
field pointing away from the sun. Solid circles
show the variation during toward sectors. The
dashed curve is the average variation on all days
irrespectiveof the sectorpolarity, and the straight
dashedline indicatesthe location of the quiet undisturbed level. The average variation has been
subtracted from the data in the lower panel of
the figure.

for the north componentat Resolute Bay. In
this figure the dashed curve showing the
average diurnal variation (for all days irrespectiveof the IMF polarity) has been slightly
smoothedto approximatethe simple sinusoidal
variation.

The same smoothing procedure has been
applied to all averagedaily variation data used
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ponent is decreasedand reaches a minimum
around 1800 UT, while on days with negative
polarity the Z componentis increasedby about

120

I00

the same amount for about the same interval

of time as the decreaseon dayshavingpositive
polarity.
The average daily variation found for all
days of the year is shownby the dashedcurve
in Figure 2, demonstratingthe almost complete cancellationof the sector polarity influenceswhen about the samenumber of days
with opposite IMF polarity is averaged to-

gether. This result suggeststhat the same
mechanismis responsiblefor both the increase
of the Z componentduring toward sectorsand

80-

x RB 1965

+20

_•

-

AX

X
AWAY

0-

-20-

6

12

18

24

6 UT

I
I
I
I
I
for the decreaseduring away sectors,the sign
of the changein the Z componentbeingdeterFig. 3. Daily variation of the north compomined only by the sector polarity or more nent at Resolute Bay for 1965. The format is the
strictly by the signof the azimuthalcomponent same as that used in Figure 2.
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in this study. The effectsof the smoothingare
in all cases rather minor, never exceeding5
gammas.Since this is but a small fraction of
the total variations, no significantbias is introducedby the smoothing.
The daily variations for the two IMF p.olarities taken separately are based on about
80 days of each polarity, whereasthe yearly
average daily variations shown by the dashed
curves are based on most of the days through
the year (usually about. 350 days excluding
those with data gaps).
In 1965, severe worldwide magnetic disturbancesoccurredon only 2 days (April 18 and
June 16), and bo.th these days were excluded
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in detail. The polarity effectsover the northern
polar cap were found to be strongestat 17001800 UT.

At that

time

it is local noon at the

northern magneticpole, and conditionsare the
most favorable

for direct interactions

between

the solar wind and the polar cap geomagnetic
field. At stationsin intermediatelatitudes (about
75ø) the polarity effectsare still clearlydiscernible, whereasthere is only very slight indication
of any IMF polarity influence at auroral latitudes (below 70ø). The effects are thus well
confined to the interior of the polar cap and
cannot be interpreted as extensionsof certain
types of auroral latitude activity.
A synoptic presentation of the superposed
disturbancesobserved at 1800 UT during
away and toward IMF polarity sectorsis given
in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. Horizontal
perturbations are shown as vectors attached

from the analysis becausethey did not fulfill
the criterion that the iMF polarity measured
by spacecraft and inferred from Thule Z and
from ResoluteBay Z must all agree.As a whole,
1965 was a very quiet year, so that the results to station circles for six stations in the northare probably not biased by excessivegeomag- ern polar cap. The simultaneousvertical perturbation is given as a signed number next
netic activity.
The resultsof the presentanalysisrest on to the station circle. The positionsof the geothe assumption
that the regularnearlysinus.oidal graphicalpole (GP) as well as of the magnetic
diurnal variation of the magnetic elementsde- pole (MP) are indicated on the figures.
A word should be said about the definition
scribedin the introductionand approximately
given by the slightly smoothedall-year average of the sign of the vertical component. Travariation is a real phenomenon,
probablycaused ditionally, the Z componentis consideredposiby activity outsidethe central polar caps. The tive when directed downward, i.e., toward the
influenceof the sectorpolarity is then thought earth. Hence Z is positive in the northern
to be superposed
on the simplediurnal variation hemisphereand negativein the southernhemisphere.A perturbation directed away from the
and may be extractedby subtractingthis variation from the observed diurnal variation of a
earth is then negative in the northern polar
given element for a given polarity. Examples cap and positivein the southernpolar cap.
of the result of the subtraction are given in
Analysis of Figures 4 and 5 reveals a clear
the lower part of Figures2 and 3. The assump- systematicdifferencein the way the geomagnetic
tion of superposition of the simple diurnal field is disturbed during conditionswith opvariation and the IMF polarity effectsmay be posite IMF polarities. For away IMF polarity
justified by examining magnetogramsfor in(Figure 4) the horizontal perturbation vectors
dividual days when the polarity effects are of all converge toward the magnetic pole, and
unusually short duration; in these casesthe vertical perturbationsdirected away from the
simple diurnal variation can be followedup to
earth (negative in northern hemisphere) are
the onset of the polarity effects, and it con- observednear the pole while vertical perturbatinues with the same trend after the effects
tions toward the earth (positive in northern
have ended.
hemisphere)are seenbelow 80ø invariant latitude. For toward polarity (Figure 5) the direcPOLAR CAP GEOMAGNETIC RESPONSE TO
tion of all perturbationsis reversed; horizontal
IMF
POLARITY
perturbationsdiverge from the magnetic pole,
By using the data and proceduresdiscussed and vertical perturbations toward the earth
occurnear the pole.
in the previous section,the nature of the inThese magnetic effects are precisely what
fluence of the polarity of IMF on the highlatitude geomagneticfield has been studied might be producedby a circulatingionospheric
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current flowing eastwardaround the magnetic
pole during away sectorsand flowing westward
during toward sectors. The direction of the
current around the southern pole is opposite
to that of the northern, sincethe perturbation
of the Z componenthas oppositesigns in the
two hemispheres[Svalgaard, 1972]. For an
observer near a magnetic pole the current
direction would be clockwise for toward

IMF

polarity and counterclockwise
for away polarity
in both hemispheres.The magnitude of the
effect,however,seemsto be largely independent
of the polarity of the interplanetary magnetic
field. There are indications [Friis-Christensen
et al., 1972] that the magnitude of the effect

SCALE:

+8

Fig. 4. Synoptic map of polar cap magnetic

is proportional
to themagnitude
of the azi- perturbations
at1800
UTduring
IMF away
polar-

muthal component
of the IMF, with the con- ity. Horizontal
perturbations
aresho.wn
asvectors
stunt of proportionalitydependingon season, attachedto the station circlesfor Alert (AL),

beinglargestduringlocalsummer.

Thule(TH), Resolute
Bay (RB), MouldBay

From
ananalysis
ofgeomagnetic
datafrom Vertical
(MLB),
Godhavn
(GO),
andBaker
Lake
(BL).
perturbations
are given
as signed
numbers

sevenstationsin the northernand elevensta-

next to the stationcircles.A circulating
iono-

rions in the southern hemisphere,Mansuro.v

sphericHall currentriowingeastwardaroundthe

and Mansuro.
va [1971a] deducedessentiallyinvariant
magnetic
pole(MP) is indicated
in the

thesame
current
systems
to account
forthe figure.
This
current
fitstheobservations
andmay
produce the magnetic perturbations. The posi-

polarity
effects
observed
withinthepolarcaps. tionofthegeographical
pole(GP)isalsoshown.
The presentstudy fully confirmstheir results,
which apparently have attracted little atten-

tion.Studying
the polarity
effects
on singlethelastsample
fromthose
ofthefirstsamples
days,Friis-Christensen
[1971]alsoconcludes
should
thenshow
anyeffects
related
to IMF
thatthemagnetic
perturbations
maybe due polarity.
Figure6 shows
the resultplotted
to a currentvortexwith focusnear Thule againstinvariantlatitude.The IMF polarity
at about

1700 UT.

The magnetic effects of the zonal current
systems describedabove have the same sign
throughoutthe day for givenstationsand IMF
polarity. This means that daily mean values
of a given element should show systematic
differencesbetween days within IMF sectors
with different polarity. Furthermore, by taking the mean value over a day, field variations
of the simple sinusoidaltype cancelout to enhance the superposedpolarity effects. This
allows us to make a simple straightforward
analysisof the influenceof different IMF polarities on the geomagneticfield.
The average values of the three components
(X, Y, Z) were computedfor all nine stations
for three samplesof the data through 1965;

effect in the Z componentis again characterGP

MP

%./ •

•
•L[:

BL

-IO

•oy•

Fig. 5. Same as Figure 4 but for IMF toward

namely,
(1) foralldays
within
away
sectors,
polarity.
Thedirection
ofallperturbations
isre(2) for all dayswithintowardsectors,
and versed
compared
to •hesituation
found
foraway
(3) for all days irrespectiveof the sectorpo-

sectors,
andthe currentencircling
the poleis also

larity. Subtractingthe averagefield values for

reversed.
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istic of a current encirclingthe magneticpole;
the current direction again reverseswhen the
IMF polarity reverses.The Z perturbation
changessign at about 80ø invariant latitude
suggestingthat the current is most concentrated near this latitude. The magnitude of
perturbations of the horizontal component
acrossthe polar cap is shown in the lower
part of Figure 6. The horizontal effects are
strongestat about 82ø invariant latitude.
It is comfortingthat a simple and straightforward analysisusing mean valuesover many
daysleadsto the sameconclusionas the analysis based on the somewhat more subtle diurnal
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pressionfrom the analysisof the daily variation of the perturbationsis that their direction
indeedstays relatively constantthroughoutthe
interval in which they are observed. To examine this more quantitatively, the horizontal
perturbation vectors for Thule, Resolute Bay,
and Mould Bay are presented in Figure 7.
It is evident from the figure that. the direction
changesobservedduring the 12-hour interval
in question (1200-2400 UT) are in fact rather
AWAY

2O Y

z•z= -34 7,

AT 16.5h

8

_%••12 THULE

variation of the magnetic elements, namely,
that the IMF polarity effect on the geomagnetic field can be describedas the magnetic

•Y

TOWARD

Y

(a)

Z•Z=44 7,
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effectsof a currentsystemencircling
the magnetic poles at very high latitudes only. The
current direction changeswhen the polarity of
the interplanetary magneticfield changes.
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If the nearly zonal polar cap current system
around the magnetic poles is stationary in
position, the direction of the magnetic perturbation vectors caused by it should not
change during the day. The immediate im-
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Fig. 6. The differencebetweenthe yearly mean
of Z and H for both IMF polarities and the allday average values is shown. The differences are
plotted against invariant latitude for nine stations
at high northern latitudes. Open circles are used
for away polarity and solid circles for toward
polarity.
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Fig. 7. Daily rotation of horizontal perturbation vectors for (a) Thule, (b) Resolute Bay, and
(c) Mould Bay. Successiveend points of the vectors are marked by the corresponding UT values
at 3-hour intervals. The vectors tend to stay
within the same quadrant for each IMF polarity.
The time and amplitude for maximum vertical
perturbation z•Z are shown for each polarity for

the threestationS,as is the senseof rotationof
the horizontal perturbation vectors. A--R means
clockwiserotation and a q-R means counterclockwise vector rotation, as viewed from above the
pole.
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small; the curve describedby the end point of
the vector is generallyelongatedeither toward
the magneticpole or away from it. This indicates that the current system does not move
very much duringthe day. On the other hand,
the data are suggestiveof a slight displacement toward the geographicalpole of the current during the interval in which the effects
of the current are observed.

The perturbation
vectorrotatesciockwise
at
Thule and counterclockwise
at Mould Bay,

TABLE

2.

Maximum

Perturbation of the Vertical

Componentfor IMF Polarity in Universal Time
Local

Toward,

Away,

Noon,*

hours

hours

hours

Alert
Thule

14.5
15.5

16.0
16.5

16.2
16.6

ResoluteBay
Mould Bay

17.5
19.0

18.3
19.5

18.3
20.0

Station

* The time of local noon is given for comparison.

irrespectiveo•fthe senseof the current (or of
the IMF polarity),whereas
ResoluteBay shows scale variations of the current intensity. The

a transitional behavior in the sense that the
averagetime of maximumperturbationis about
vector rotates clockwiseduring away sectors 1700 UT. This is close to the time of local noon
and counterclockwise
during toward sectors. over the northern magnetic pole.

SinceMould Bay is locatedroughlyto the

Despite the fact that there exists a local
magnetic time difference of nearly 15 hours
the east of the magneticpole, and Resolute betweenAlert and Mould Bay, the time difBay is to the south,a slight southto north ferences between maximum perturbation at

west of the magneticpole, Thule is locatedto

movementof the currentsystemduringthe day

different stations are much smaller and seem

accounts for the vector rotations observed. The

to correspondto the local time differences.It

data from ResoluteBay are the most sensitive seemsfair to concludethat the largest perturbationsdue to the polar cap currentsystem

to variations of the direction of movement but

with no vectorrotationon the average.By
notingthat the azimuthalchangein the per-

are observed near local noon at all four stations.

The followinginterpretationof the datamight
be suggested.When the magnetic pole is on
tions 4ø-8ø from the pole, we can estimate the nightsideof the earth, the polar cap curthe total displacement
of the current system rent is absentor very weak. When the rotation
focusto be about 3ø of latitudeor 300 kin, of the earth brings the magneticpole into the
crossing
the magneticpolefrom southto north. dayside,the polar cap current systemdevelops,
Compared to the 15ø-20ø diameter of the the current being most concentratedin the part
current system, this displacement is but a of the current system that is nearest the noon
minor secondaryeffect. The main conclusion meridian. The current increases its total inis that the currentsystemoccupiesthe central tensity until the magnetic pole is rotated past
polar caparoundthe magneticpolethroughout the noon meridian; then the intensity starts
its existence.
to decreaseas the magnetic pole approaches
While the locationof the currentsystemdoes the nightsideagain. The initial developmentof
not changevery much, the magnitudeof its the currentsystemseemsto be strongestslightly
magneticeffects(and thereforeprobably the south of the magneticpole; the current density
currentintensity)on the contraryshowsa very is then increasingnorthward during the day
turbation vectors is from 30ø to 50ø for sta-

markedvariationthroughoutthe day. This is
easilyseenin Figures2, 3, and 7, wherethe

hours.

There is an interesting asymmetry between
the two IMF polaritieswith regard to the time
val 1500-2100UT, while the amplitude has of maximum developmentof the northern polar
decreased to 0 in the interval 0300-0900 UT.
cap current system.The current seemsto reach
Table 2 givesthe time of maximumperturba- its maximum intensity about i hour earlier
tion of the verticalcomponent
for four stations during toward IMF polarity than during away
in the northernpolar cap.As the variationof polarity. This effect is clearly seenin Table 2
the Z componentis the integratedeffectsof as well as in Figure 7. It is not known if the
a largesectionof the currentsystem,this com- same asymmetry is present in the southern
ponentis particularlywell suitedto showlarge- polar cap or if it goes in .the oppositedireclargest perturbations are observedin the inter-

SVALGAARD:POLARCAP MAGNETIC VARIATIONS

tion. The fact that the polar cap current develops on the daysideand also the finding of
Friis-Christensen et ot. [1972] that the azimuthal componentof IMF is the critical component in determining the senseof the polar
cap current indicate that the mechanismresponsiblefor the current works most effectively
in the front of the magnetosphere
near the cusp
region.A slight displacementof the cuspregion
in the direction of the azimuthal componentof
IMF could be the cause of the asymmetry in
the maximum development of the polar cap
current for different IMF polarities.There are
indications [Friis-Christensen, 1971] that the

asymmetrymay be as large as 3 hoursduring
sunspot maximum years, whereas the 1-hour
differencefound in the present study refers
to sunspot minimum.
SEASONAL VARIATIONS OF TI-IE POLAR CAP
CURRENT
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Fig. 8. Seasonalvariation of the magnitude of
the vertical perturbationscausedby the polar cap
current.

is very smallduringwinterbut increases
sharply
toward the summer.In addition, we note that
the changethroughoutthe year is nearly identical for all three stations; this seemsto be a
consequenceof the fact that all three are well

The magnitude of the influenceof the IMF
polarity on the polar geomagneticfield exhibits
a very clear seasonalvariation, being largest
during local summer. Since the effects are almost equal in magnitude but with opposite
sign for oppositeIMF polarities and sincethe
effectslast about half a day, a simple measure
of the magnitude of the polar cap perturbations for a given seasonwould be the difference
between the seasonalaverage of the Z com-

within the rather uniform perturbation field
of the encirclingpolar cap current.
The very pronouncedseasonalvariation of
the intensity of the polar cap current may be an
indicationof dependencyon ionosphericconductivity or on the tilt of the magnetic axis of
the earth, or on both.
There

exists another

seasonal effect in the

time of maximum perturbation, which for the
northernpolar cap stationsstudiedoccursearlier
ponentduringtowardsectorsand the average during the summer than during the winter.
for away sectorsfor the sameseason.By taking Table 3 lists the time of maximum perturbathe difference.AZ, we doublethe effect,but by tion for five stations during different seasons.
taking averagesover whole days insteadof the In this table, no distinction has been made
interval where the effects are seen, we halve between the two IMF polarities, becausethe
the doubled magnitude again. The seasonal time differencebetween maximum perturbation
variation of AZ for three polar cap stations is for the •wo.polarities
takenseparately
is small
shownin Figure 8. The magnitudeof the effect and constant. There is a progressivechange
TABLE 3. SeasonalVariation of Time of Maximum Perturbation of Polar Cap GeomagneticField
Winter,
hours UT

Equinox,
hours UT

Summer,
hours UT

Alert
Thule

18.0
18.0

14.0
15.5

13.0
15.0

5.0
3.0

82.5
77.5

Mould Bay
Resolute Bay

21.5
18.5

19.5
18.0

19.0
17.5

2.5
1.0

76.2
74.7

Godhavn

17.0

16.5

16.5

0.5

69.2

Station

Change,
hours

Latitude,
deg

Average time for both polarities of IMF is given becausethere is no systematic differencebetween the
two polarities with regard to the changeto earlier hours of the perturbations during summer. The total
changefrom winter to summeris also given together with the geographiclatitudes of the stations.
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toward earlier hours of maximum perturba-

tion as we go from winter to summer.This,
effectmight dependon geographical
latitude;
it is largestat the northernmoststation,Alert,
and becomessmallerwith decreasinggeographic
latitude. There is evidence (Figure 9) from

UT
17

Local

14

12
11

of this particular effect is neededbefore a
definitive conclusion can be reached on that
point.
We have shown that significant daily and
seasonalvariationsof the location and intensity

of the polar cap current system exist; their
nature suggeststhat ionosphericconductivity
as well as magnetospheric
geometryprobably
both play a role in the mechanismresponsible
for originatingand maintainingthe pola•rcap
current system. The variation of ionospheric
conductivityacrossthe polar cap is so small

FMAMJ

J

8.0•.agnet•c

08

Noon

UT

•dagnetlc

14

-.NoOn

13
12

SUMMER

11

10

Vostok

09

08

06

It hasbeensuggested
by Nishida et al. [1966]
that the varying shape of the magnetosphere
during the year, due to the varying angle
between the average solar wind velocity and
the geomagnetic
dipole axis, shouldresult in a
seasonalvariation in the vertical componentof
the polar magnetic field. Although a simple
application of the mechanismproposedby
Nishidaet al. wouldpredictmuchlarger variations in the horizontal component(of the order
AH --• ZAZ/H) than in the vertical component,
as to render their explanationdubious,it has
been shownby a numberof authors [Mansurov
and Mansurova,1971b,and references
therein]
that systematicseasonalvariationsof (for instance) monthly mean valuesof the magnetic
elementsdo exist indeedeven at high latitudes.
In summary,the magnitudeof the vertical
componentis decreasedduring local summer,
and the horizontalcomponentdirectedtoward

J ASONDJ

09

ogy of the current system(such as an earlier
developmentof the systemduring toward sectors) cannot be explained by differencesin

IN TI-IE POLAR CAP

i i i i , i i i i i' i I , , , i i i i
J FMAMJ

that the small-scalevariations of the morphol-
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seasonaleffect is reversedin the southern polar

toward local summer. However, more study
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cap, so that the time of maximumperturbation changestoward later hours from winter
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Fig. 9. Monthly mean time (modal value) of
the maximal Z perturbation on days with inferred

toward IMF polarity for Alert in the northern
polar cap during 1964 and on days with inferred
away polarity for Vostok in the southern polar
cap for 1959-1961.

was confirmedfrom the data used in the present

analysis,andthe resultsare illustratedin Figure
10. The cause of this variation is unknown,

but it is probab,lyof magnetospheric
origin,related in someway to the varying geometryof
the interaction between the solar wind and the

geomagneticfield.
The magneticeffectsof the polar cap current

systemdiscussed
in this paper introducean
importantmodulation
of the seasonal
variation
of the magneticelements.If there is a greater
numberof days with one polarity than with
the other,during any given season,then the
mean value of the field componentsfor that
season would be contaminatedby the IMF
polarity effects. Mansurov and Mansurova

[1971b] have commented
on this problemand
variationof the
the geographical
pole is increased.
This effect explainedwhy the seasonal

CAr MAGnETiC VAmAT•O•S
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the seasonalvariation of the geomagneticelements shownby the dashedcurvesas the combined result of a basic rather uniform

variation

and of persistentmagneticperturbationsbeing
largest during the summer season,as shown in

Figures12 and 13 separatelyfor both 'IMF
polarities, provides a satisfactory explanation
of the observedand sometimescomplexvariationssummarizedin Figure 11.
In preparing Figure 11, no days have been
excluded on the basis that
80W

Fig. 10. Synoptic map of systematic differences
between

summer and winter

mean values of the

magnetic elements for the northern polar cap
during 1965. Average horizontal difference is 14 v
pointing northward, and the average vertical differenceis 17 • pointing upward.

the inferred

IMF

polarity disagreedwith that observedin space.
In this way, more data couldgo into the figure,
and at the sametime we get a checkon whether
any artifacts have been introducedby the exclusion.The main effect of using all data is a
somewhatreduced amplitude of the magnetic
perturbations,which one would expect due to
spuriousdeviationsfrom the ideal spiral direc-

tionof the IMF; but apartfrom this,nosigfield in someyears is simple and regular, while
in other years it is irregular and distorted.This
is simply the effect of variationsin the proportion of one IMF polarity to the other. A regular variation of this kind has beensuggestedby

Rosenberg
andColeman
[1969],namely,
that

nificant
tected.

the

earth

has an annual

variation

on the results could be de-

1965
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the predominantpolarity of the IMF observed
near

influence
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changessign when the heliographiclatitude of

the earth changessign. Using the 45 years of
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interplanetary field polarity inferred by Svalgaard [!972], Wilcox and Scherrer [1972] were
able to give a quantitative confirmationof this
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annual variation. There are also indications of

a complexsunspotcycle variation of the. predominant IMF polarity (see the review by
Wilcox [1972]). We should therefore expect
correspondingmodulationsof the seasonalvari-

ationof the"polargeomagnetic
field.
Figure 11 presentsa summary of the seasonal

RESOLUTE
BAY

IW E S E W

MOULD
BAY

variationsof the three field components
as
observedduring 1965 for severalnorthern polar
stations for both IMF polarities separatelyas
well as the average variation irrespective of
sector polarity. In this figure, as in Figure 2,

open'circlesshowthe variation during IMF
away polarity, solid circlesthe variation during
toward polarity, and'dashedcurvesthe average
variation One may note in particular that the
seasonalvariation of the Z componentcomes
out very small during toward polarity, while it
is enhancedduring away polarity. Interpreting

2ø7'
i/• 2øAii
_•,•.
•

GODHAVN

lW
ESEWOw
EI•E"-E-SW
Fig. 11. Seasonalvariation o•fthe magnetic elements in the northern polar cap during 1965 shown
separately for IMF away polarity (open circles),
toward polarity (solid circles), and for all days in
each season (dashed curves). The W, E, and S
mean winter, equinoctial, and summer season,respectively.
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The perturbations
shownin Figures12 and
13 correspond
closelyto what we wouldexpect
from the polar cap current system,thus confirmingthe importance
of that systemin understandingpolar magneticvariations.
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The rather specificinteractionbetweenthe

interplanetarymagneticfield and the polar
geomagnetic
fielddiscussed
in the presentpaper
couldgiveimportantcluesto improvedphysical
understanding
of the interactionprocesses
between these two fields.

80W

Wilhjelm and Friis-Christensen[1971] and
J•rgensenet at. [1972] have suggested
that an
electricfield, which is inducedin the magnetosphereby mergingof interplanetaryand geomagneticfield lines,is transmittedto the ionospherealongequipotentials
of the polar cusp
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field lines, the electricfield vector being determined by the azimuthal componentof IMF.
This mechanismproduceszonal currentsalong
shortsegments
of approximately
equalinvariant
latitude but fails to explain the closedpolar
cap current system reported in the present
study. The particular mechanismproposedby
the above authors relies on the unreasonable

assumptionthat the electricfield is confinedto
the regionwherethe mergingis taking place.A
more realistic treatment of the merging process
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might lead to a more satisfactorytheory.
Bassoloet al. [1972] havesoughtan explanation for the sectorpolarityeffectsin a mecha-
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nism involvinginteractionbetweenthe radial
componentof the IMF and the geomagneto-

IMF

POLARITY

Fig. 12. Synoptic map of the difference between the mean values of the magnetic elements
for days within IMF away sectorswithin 120 days
centered on summer solstice and the all-day seasonal average for the summer of 1965 over the

northern polar cap. The format is similar to that
in Figures4 and 5. The amplitudeof the perturba-

spheric
tail field.But sincetheazimuthal'
IMF

component
seemsto be the effectiveone,the
mechanism
proposed
by Bassolo
et al. is probably not applicable.

Heppner [1972a,b] has discovered
a dawnduskasymmetryrelatedto the IMF polarityin
the polar cap electricfieldsobserved
by satel-

tions as a function of invariant latitude is shown

lite. When the earth is within an IMF

in the lower panel. Compare with Figure 6.

polaritysector,a maximumpolar cap electric

away
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field is observedon the eveningsideat southern
high latitudes.When the earth is within a toward sector,the situationis reversed.However,
the shifts of the polar cap-auroralbelt boundary proposedby Heppner [1972b] to explain
the observed influence of the IMF polarity
on the polar cap magneticfield do not reproduce the more detailed pattern of magnetic
perturbations reported in the present paper.
There is, however,little doubt that electricfield
measurements
may provide important cluestoward the understandingof the polar cap phenomena.

Stern [1972] has discussedthe possibility
that unipolar induction between the magnetosphere and the moving magnetosheathmay
feed energy from the solar wind into the magnetosphere and high-latitude ionosphere, explaining the correlationof the azimuthal component of IMF with polar electric fields and
with polar magneticvariations.Stern considers
unipolar induction in a circuit configuration,
where a current from the magnetosheathenters
the polar cuspsalongthe field lines,then flows
acrossthe polar cap in the ionosphere,and from
the nightside of the polar cap completesthe
circuit alongtail field lines and the plasmasheet
to the magnetosheath.For the opposite IMF
polarity the current flow is reversed. It has
been pointed out. (D. P. Stern, personalcommunication, 1972) that this theory encounters
someseriousproblems.In particular, if the IMF
parts smoothly to allow the magnetosphereto
passthroughit, the two polar cuspswill intersect two neighboringinterplanetary field lines
and will be effectively short-circuitedto each
other; in addition, no external flux is cut by
the magnetospherein this case,so that no unipolar effect arises from its motion relative to
the solar wind.

Kawasaki and Akaso•u [1972] propose that
the so-called DP 2 variations [Nishida and
Kokubun, 1971] and the variations described

in the present paper are related and that a
single current system or mechanismis responsible for both types of variations.Furthermore,
lhey tentatively concludethat all variations in
the polar cap are associatedwith polar magnetic substorms.The present study does not
support this view, and we are still left with the
problem of a new and unexpectedpolar cap
current system.

The present network of stations does not
adequatelycover the Siberianside of the polar
cap, and this introducessome ambiguity as to
the preciseshapeof the polar cap current system. The pattern proposedin the presentpaper
is the simplestone not contradictingthe observations. It is possiblethat future investigations
will reveal a more complicated and sophisticated current system. At present, no satisfactory theory exists for the very direct and
specificsolar-terrestrial relationship connecting
the polar cap geomagneticfield to the azimuthal
componentof the interplanetaryfield.
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